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ABSTRACT: As cloud provides various services number of user stores their data on cloud. Integrity of cloud data is 

important as number of user shared data on cloud. User revocation is common in such schemes, as user’s membership 

changes for variety of purpose. Previously, user revocation overhead in such schemes was related with the overall 

different file blocks occupied by a revoked user. Remote information integrity checking permits an information storage 

server, says a cloud server, to control a character that it's really storing owner’s data honestly. Up till now, various 

Remote information integrity checking protocols are planned, however most of the concept suffer from the difficulty of 

a fancy key organization, that is, they rely on the expensive public key infrastructure which could hamper the 

preparation of Remote information integrity checking in observe. This project, have a tendency to propose a 

replacement construction of identity-based (ID-based) Remote information integrity checking protocol by creating use 

of key- homomorphic cryptanalytic primitive to remove the system complexness and also the value for establishing and 

managing the general public key authentication framework 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Data sharing is the important service in the cloud. In data sharing service user share the data with group of user. User 

does not have physical control when the data is in cloud. Any mistake can cause loss of data. To check integrity of data 

some scheme is used, when user cheat or leaves the group, the user should be revoked from group. Therefore user 

revocation is important in cloud storage. The cloud data owner uses his private key to generate signature for file blocks. 

When user is removed the user private key should also be removed .In previous scheme all signatures generated should 

get transfer to non-revoked user. In such case the non-revoked user download all revoked user block resign and upload 

new one. This cause lots of computation of resources. Once user is removed from group, there is lots of burden of user 

revocation for large cloud. The situation will be more difficult when membership changes frequently. Therefore to 

design efficient user revocation is important 

 
II. INTRODUCTION OF GENERAL TERMS 

 

 

1. Group user: There are multiple cluster users in an exceedingly cluster. every cluster user will share 

informationwith others through the cloud storage. cluster users will be a part of or leave the cluster. The legal cluster 

users area unit honest and can not leak any non-public info to others. 

 

 

2. Group manager: The group manager may be a powerful entity. It is viewed as Associate in Nursing administrator 

of the group. once a user leaves the cluster, the manager is to blame of revoking this user. The revoked user cannot 

transfer information to the cloud any longer. 

 

 

3. Cloud: The cloud provides huge storage space and computing resources for group users. Through the cloud storage, 

group users will get pleasure from the info sharing service. 

 

 

4. TPA: The TPA is responsible for auditing the integrity of cloud information on behalf of group users. once the TPA 

needs to audit the info integrity, it'll send an auditing challenge to the cloud. once receiving the auditing challenge, the 
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cloud can reply to the TPA with an indication of information possession. Finally, the TPA can verify the info integrity 

by checking the correctness of the proof. The TPA may be a powerful party and it's honest. 

 
III. GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 

 

 

1. Correctness and Soundness: 
Cloud should be able to pass the challenge from TPA and cloud, user and manger should be honest. If it cannot pass the 

data securely means it does not store data securely. 

 

2. Securely revoking User: 
User revocation should be done securely. The removed user should not be able to upload data. 

 

IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 

 

 
Figure1: System Architecture 

 

 

1. Description: 
 

This paper construct cloud storage auditing scheme for shared data with efficient user revocation .For efficient user 

revocation efficient key generation strategy is used .in this instead of public key group identity information is used 

which remain constant throughout the process Group key consist of two component one remain fixed and other change 

with user revocation. When user are removed from group all non-revoked user update their private key by this method 

by still making cloud storage in workable condition. In addition removed user will not be able to upload data to cloud 

anymore. The signature generated before user revocation does not require to recomputed. It is based on identity based 

cryptography which removes the complicated certificate management. 

 

2. Algorithms 
 

 

1. Authenticator generation Algorithm 
 It is executed by group user 

 Group user generates authenticators for each block of file F. 

 It takes input as a file F, number user revocation and user private key and produce file tag 

 The group user upload the file along with the file tag. 

 Cloud check the correctness of file tag. 
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2. Proof generation algorithm 
 Execute by the cloud. 

 Takes input as File authenticators and auditing challenge and produce proof P which is used to prove cloud 

accurately storing file. 

 

 

3. Verification algorithm 
 Execute by TPA. 

 Takes input as proof P and verifies from cloud. 

 TPA retrieves the file tag and verifies the validity of by checking valid signature. 

 

3.3.3 User revocation algorithm 
 Execute by group manager and non-revokeduser. 

 It increment the user revocation count. 

 Group manager generate new partial key send to non-revoked user and compute new private key. 

 The revoked user cannot upload new data to cloud anymore. 

 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

 
 

In fig. 2 we compare user revocation on cloud side. In previous scheme the overhead of cloud resigning block is linear 

with number of revoked user block .As shown in figure 3 to resign 1,000,000 blocks it requires 4500s.In contrast to that 

proposed scheme does not need any operation. 

 

Fig. 3 shows overhead of user revocation in group user side is associated with resigning key generation of revoked and 

non-revoked user. In proposed scheme overhead of user revocation comes with the solution of private key generation of 

non-revoked which only need addition operation. 

 
VI. CONCLUSION 

 

This paper investigated a new primitive referred to as identity-based remote data integrity checking for secure cloud 

storage. This paper dignified the security model of two vital properties of this primitive, namely, soundness and ideal 

information privacy. It provided a new construction of this primitive and showed that it achieves soundness and perfect 

information privacy with efficient user revocation. 
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